
Investing in Digital Built Britain
Judging by the attendance at this year’s
Digital ConstructionWeek (DCW) event
in London (see page 48) one would never
have guessed that the construction industry
was stuck in the doldrums. True, it has
experienced its fastest drop in output since
2009, much of which can be attributable to
political and economic uncertainty.

Yet for many, the downturn is an
opportunity to plan for the upswing, and
investing in digital is a no-brainer. As the
Construction Industry Training Board
suggests in a recent report1, ‘The adoption
of digital technologies is a huge opportunity
for the UK construction industry,
providing it with the chance to improve its

productivity, increase efficiency and attract
a younger andmore diverse workforce.’

In our last issue, Bertel Kirkeby explored
the productivity benefits of robotic pre-
marking on Britain’s highways, and in this
issue (page 50) Neil Pollockmakes the
case for surveying technologies that help
us work faster and smarter. Automating
the labour-intensive, time-consuming
task of staking-out is a case in point, and
surmounting this challenge was the
theme of a DCWpresentation by Tom
Yeshurunwhose Israeli start-up, Civdrone,
has developed the first autonomous land
surveyingmarking drone.

As well as surveying a site using its built-

in GPS system, the drone’s robotic system
inserts ‘smart’ pegs into the ground that
subsequently provide data to construction
teams via a smartphone app. In addition to
performing the staking-out task four times
faster than hitherto, this robotic platform
canwork round-the-clock. Yeshurun
argues that construction has so far failed
to exploit the true potential of drones, but
times are changing. Indeed, the CITB report
warns that, ‘Without widespread adoption
of digital technologies, the industry
will becomemarginalised and at risk of
significant disruption.’
1 Unlocking Construction’s Digital Future: A
skills plan for industry. CITB. 2018

1Spatial and Northern Gas Networks recognised
for smart software development
1Spatial and Northern Gas Networks (NGN),
the gas distributor for the North of England,
were proud recipients of the award for
Application of Digital Technology at UKSTT’s
annual awards this month. UKSTT (the United
Kingdom Society for Trenchless Technology)
is a registered charity involved in the

development and promotion of Trenchless,
or “No-Dig”, techniques to reduce the
impact of unnecessary road excavations. The
award was won for Northern Gas Networks’
and 1Spatial’s Smart Signage, Lighting
and Guarding project which involved the
development of a software programme

which can lessen the impact of essential
roadworks through the creation of instant
plans that are sensitive to local conditions. The
approach could dramatically reduce the time,
travel, cost and carbon emissions involved in
excavating roads and minimise the impact
of essential roadworks.www.1spatial.com
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Kinesis Vehicle Tracking
Scores Game, Set &Match
at European Tennis Open
Kinesis equipped a fleet of luxury vehicles with advanced telematics
during the 2019 European Open, held last October in Antwerp,
Belgium. Fitted to vehicles supplied by Jaguar, Kinesis vehicle tracking
will provide real time visibility of vehicle movements for logistics,
security and safety. Working alongside Tennium, a global tennis
platform company that owns the ATP250 tournaments in Antwerp
and Buenos Aires and represents a number of world class players,
Kinesis fitted the fleet with GPS powered devices. Transmitting
accurate and up to theminute vehicle locations together driver
assessment data, Kinesis gave 24/7 visibility of the tournament
vehicles from any internet connected device. The Jaguar Land Rover
supplied vehicles included high end cars, limousines andminibuses
andwere used to collect players from the airport and transport them
between official hotels and the Lotto Arena. The fleet was used to
transport ATP officials, invited guests and VIPs.www.kinesisfleet.com

UK Space Organisations
Collaborate to Develop
Space Telescope
Three UK Space organisations, Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd
(SSTL), the University of Oxford and the Surrey Space Centre (SSC),
have been awarded National Space Technology Programme (NSTP)
funding to develop a novel self-aligning deployable space telescope,
designed for sub 1 metre ground sample imaging requirements in a
small launch volume spacecraft. With funding from the Centre for
Earth Observation Instrumentation (CEOI), SSTL has already been
working with the SSC to develop a telescopic deployable structure
and has also workedwith the Dynamic Optics and Photonics Group
at the University of Oxford on an autonomous system to align the
telescope on the ground for improved accuracy and efficiency. The
NSTP funding will see these projects progress to the build and test of a
working demonstrator telescope designed to release from its stowed
launch configuration, deploy to its full length, and then autonomously
align ready for in-orbit image acquisition.www.sstl.co.uk



Landmark awarded
contract by
Ordnance Survey
Landmark Solutions, part of Landmark
Information Group, has been awarded amulti-
year contract byOrdnance Survey (OS) tomanage
road routing restriction changes to Great Britain’s
network of roads - and is anticipated to report
approximately 100,000 road restriction updates
every year. Landmark will review and validate up
to 210,000miles of road network for road routing
intelligence, using its extensive data expertise
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) capabilities, to
ensure OS products include new and amended
restrictions that face road-users across the
country. Landmark’s AI algorithms automatically
learn classifications, based on previous
observations, meaning it identifies associations
between text, geographic data and other
sophisticated data points to intelligently predict
routing restrictions without relying onmanual
intervention. Intelligence on new or amended
road routing features is essential for OS to update
andmaintain its databases and products.
www.landmarksolutions.co.uk

ABPmer advises on proposed Ilfracombe
watersports centre
Marine consultancy ABPmer recently supported North Devon Council as part of the proposed
development of a watersports centre within Ilfracombe Harbour. Two sites are being
considered for the centre, which will consolidate existing gig, sailing and canoe clubs into one
facility. Development at either site, Larkstone Beach or The Cove, will have implications for the
management of navigational safety within the harbour and its approaches. ABPmer regularly
undertakes Navigational Risk Assessments as part of its planning and licensing services.
Having worked in the ports sector since 1950, the company has undertaken over 500 consent-
related studies.www.portriskmanagement.co.uk
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Bluesky Expands International Operation
with New Production Centre
Aerial mapping company Bluesky
International has opened a specialist
photogrammetry production facility in
Northern Ireland. Based in Coleraine, County
Londonderry, the new centre is home to a
highly skilled and experienced workforce.
Equipped with state of the art technology
the Coleraine office is responsible for the
production and management of Bluesky’s
advanced 3D city models, stereoscopic
aerial photography products and bespoke
topographic map projects. The newly
opened Coleraine office builds on a period
of significant expansion by Bluesky, whose
international network already includes offices
in England, the Republic of Ireland (EIRE) and
the US, production facilities in the UK and
India and flying bases in the UK, Ireland and
America. With the new production facility
based close to the University of Ulster’s

Coleraine campus, home to the School of
Geography and Environmental Sciences,
Bluesky hopes to build strong relationships
with the academic community. It anticipates
this will further drive research and innovation
in both surveying techniques and mapping
outcomes.www.bluesky-world.com

thinkWhere Releases New Version of
groundMapper
Scottish GIS company thinkWhere has
released a new version of its easy-to-use
web mapping GIS solution groundMapper.
The latest version includes the ability to add,
update and manage custom geographic
datasets, incorporates what3words geocoding
and has the capacity to add non-spatial data
and look-up tables. The system also now
offers online data editing, advanced document
management and additional data services.
Hosted by thinkWhere, groundMapper allows
users to manage and share project-based
maps and associated data with on-the-
ground project teams, customers and other
key stakeholders. Specifically designed for
the management of multiple projects across
diverse geographical areas, groundMapper

provides a simple, intuitive interface with
online editing, collaboration and visualisation
and with easy-to-use administrative
controls. www.thinkwhere.com
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Ecometrica wins Pan-
American prize for
Geospatial Innovation
Ecometrica, the space data and sustainability
specialist, whose Platform allows companies and
governments tomap environmental impacts,
has scooped another prestigious international
award. The Scottish-headquartered company
has won the prize for ‘Excellence in Geospatial
Applications’ at the Americas Geospatial World
Excellence Awards, in recognition of quality and
innovation in the implementation of geospatial
technology. Organisers said exemplary use
of geospatial technology leads to tangible
benefits and socio-economic improvement.
Representatives from Ecometrica picked up the
gong at the Americas Geospatial Forum inMexico
City last week. Ecometrica uses observation data
from space, air and land to deliver actionable
insights for business, government and society. As
coordinator of the Forests 2020 project for the UK
Space Agency, the company supports conservation
efforts in countries, includingMexico and Brazil,
with its technology. The project has just been
extended to include Belize.www.ecometrica.com
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Reliable field workflows suitable for all users.
Intuitive Trimble Perspective software to operate, manage,
view and validate scan data.
Fast image capture with Trimble VISION technology
Compact and lightweight for easy transport and
mobility

Breakthrough innovations for reliable data collection
New Trimble X-Drive deflection system enables
automatic calibration to ensure accuracy on every scan
with no downtime for calibration service
Unique Trimble Registration Assist for automatic
registration, refinement, and reports to leave the site with
confidence
Automated survey grade self-leveling

Reliable IP55 rating and industry leading 2-year
standard warranty
High sensitivity time-of-flight EDM to effectively capture
dark and reflective surfaces
Flexible Operation with tablet or one-button workflow
Data integration with Trimble and non Trimble software

www.korecgroup.com
UK: 0345 603 1214 IRE: 01 456 4702

High-speed 3D laser scanning system with new
innovations to simplify adoption, increase efficiency

and provide confidence in the field.

To register your interest in this incredible
scanning solution go to: tinyurl.com/yxc3luzh OR SCAN QR
To register your interest in this incredible
scanning solution go to: tinyurl.com/yxc3luzh OR SCAN QR
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